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Parshall interview

Q, We were talking about the way that the dam. was made.

A, (Refers to photo of children with wheelbarrows down in
river,) But you can see right here that there are logs there.
And you see the rocks? And on top of that is concrete which
was put in in later years. And then there are logs in here
going this way.

Q, Now, how did they hold back the water--lt doesn't seem to be
going over very fast,

A. Well, the water is probably pretty low there. That picture was
taken in the middle of summer when the water was low. And
in fact, in the summer when the water got really low enough
we couldn't use the mill! And. when the water was high in the
winter time--if thewater backed, up until there was no drop,
you couldn't run the mill,

Q,, what do you mean it backed up until there was no drop?

A. Well, d.ownstream, for instance, in the winter time if you got a
bunch of slush ice--uh, the river froze solid down below the
bridge--and the water backed, UP so that there was no drop over
the dam, then you didn't have any water pon:-;er! And then in
the summer if there wasn't enough water to have a drop through
the turbine, then you didn't have any water power either.

Q, Well, what did they do then?

A. You didn't do anything!! But in later years my dad bought an
old tractor and put in a tractor engine in the basement of
the mill to run the mill when water conxd.itions weren't correct,

Q. Looks like you kids are working pretty hard there! (Looking at
photo of Mr, Parshall and his brothers and sisters repairing
the dam during low water in summer. They are actually in
the river just below the darn gathering the scattered stones
to rebuild the apron,)

A. I remember that. We put planks (on the river bottom) and. run
the wheel barrow on the planks to get the stones--see there's
the stones out of the darn down here and we run them back UP
in there again.

Q,. I can see the logs.

A, Yes, there's the logs.

O.K. Sow what about this. You have drawn a picture here.

This is a rough sketch of what Havana used to look like before



ray time. This is the mill here, and. that's that store building
right across the yead. And the barn across the road. And
up here there was a bunch of little houses; I don't remember
how many. As I remember it, they bad It platted out into
blocks, like a town, but what I remember is that they took
two of these houses right here and put them together and made
this house where we used to live; they put it together in
the middle. That's where we used to live; two of these
little houses put together*

And then over here my brother was bora in a little house on
the top of the hill. This is where I was born. There was a
little house here and the river came right around like that,
and this house was right on the river bank. We used to go
to school right here; there's where the school wa.s, a little
country school. Kettles'3 is up here. Now this used to be a
Parshall farm: my dad used to live there. Where Settler's live
now. And this farm UP here--It belongs to ear It oil's—that used
to be the Mill House. That used to be a Parshall farm. The
first house--big,old white house. Used to be a beautiful
looking place. We used to have pictures of that that looked,
like a mansion, you know, pillared--but that was the Mill
House at one time. In fact, I've seen pictures of it; it
looked, like a picture I All Painted up arid a beautiful looking
place.

And. then the family owned land all up along the river
here, I don't know how far. But we used to have deeds--or old.
papers, that showed that the family owned land clear up around,
here. Besides this farm and this farm here. But I don't know
how far up. But they used to tell about big walnut trees up
there that they cut for lumber and stove wood and what not.

What about that bridge? Was there a different bridge? Is
that an old brid.ee?

that's been there as long as I can remember,
What the original one looked like, I don't know; that't not the
original bridge. I suppose the original one was wood.

o. Let me take a', look at this photo. Oh, It looks so nice there!
(Photo showing mill with truck loading at the storage bin end,)

A. You see that's when I was a kid, well, I was probably in
high school when that picture was taken; you can tell by the
age of that truck. Well, that truck Is about a 2>o or 38•
Well, about a .36•

Q. Now the truck Is backed up to the, , .

A, To the store building where they were loading flour. You see,
when my dad bought that place they started delivering flour
around to stores around the state. They went up maybe as far
as Bay City and all around within 50 or 25 miles delivering flour.
But before that they depended upon the farmers to come In to
trade wheat for flour., mostly local trade. But in later years



they delivered flour around and they had quite a business
selling pancake flour.

Q. Is that a pump? (Referring to photo of Mill again.)

A. That's a dug well, there, with a hand pump on it. ./and in fact
ray dad got ray brother to go down in there and clean it out one
time. People would come in there on week-ends, swimming and
messing around and they would throw all kinds of junk down
that well.

Q,, You bad. trouble even then!

A, Oh, yeh!

Q,. Now, you mentioned swimming. Would that be the Mill Pond?

A, Well, they swam up above and. below both. And there was always
fishermen there. You just couldn't kee;o people out.

Q, Now there, there is quite an apron on that, (Refers to photo
of dam)

A. Yes, that is after it has been finished. It's probably the
same year after it's been rebuilt,

Q,. 3oy, that was a lot of work, wasn't it?

A, "You bet. That looks to me like fresh concrete. These stones
are all picked up, or most of them, and put back in there.

Q,. And then this is the area where the ice.—

A, Yes, the ice comes over—you see that's the top of the dam.
The ice In the spring comes over there and slams down on
top of this thing as well as undermining it and. takes a hunk
out of there. Right now I think there's a big hole in the darn
on this end,

Q. Was there a way to regulate the way the water came over?

A, No, Well, we used to in the summer time, we had holes drilled.
In the concrete across the top and we pu.t board.s up there
to try to keep the water level higher. And dad was always
after us to go out there and plug the leaks. The thing really
wasn't very water right and we were always out there putting
sand and. gravel in the holes~-or cat tails or anything else we
could s:et in to plug up the leaks!

Lj - V~J -L

Q, So then was most of the water channeled through the flume?

A. Well, yes. The water went through, around on the other side
here: the water went through the sliarie and dropped down, through
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the water 'wheel arid, came out right down through here. (Points
on -photo to tail race on mill building. )

There was an actual pipe that led to the turbine then?

Well, the flume just went in under the mill and. it bad. a rack
to take the leaves and junk out of the water, but actually the
flume just extended under the mill. And was made out of wood.
And then the turbine was just a hole in. the bottom of that flume.
So the water was like, six or right feet of water under, the
mill in this flume and then when you opened the gates on the
water wheel it just drop-oed right through the water whee.

A, Vie had a wheel upstairs with a long shaft down under the water.
You just turned this wheel and it opened the porch along the side
of the turbine. This water wheel was a big cast iron thing
four or five feet in diameter (I don't know bow big around—
this was thirty years ago I 1 )—.at least five feet in diameter
and. it bad little gates around the side arid you opened these
gates and let the water in. And when the water dropped down
through the wheel, it cau -.ed it to t^rn.

Q. Was this at the top of it or at the bottom?

A. The gates were on the side of the thing. But the whole thing
was made out of cast iron and. bolted together.

Q> How did you regulate the speed.? Is that how you regulated the
speed of the machinery?

A. Well, it depended on now far you had the gates open to let the
water in. And also the head of water. In the summer time
you only had three feet of water and you didn't get near as
much power as you would in she spring when you had eight feet
of water.

Q. How here it is in winter. (Referring to photo of mill in. winter
surrounded by ice. Ice is level with dam.)

was taken. The river is frozen down, stream and it's backed. UP
and there is no water power there. You see, the water below the
dam is about the same height as the water above the dam.. There
is no drop through the turbine and you just couldn't run. the
th ing,

Q. Fow there's the old building--

That's the old office building right there. I remember thai
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office building bad a bole about that big around right through
the ceiling where somebody'd shot up through there with a shot
gun!! They used to tell about it I It was before ray time!
Somebody came in there with a shotgun and was messing around
and shot right up through the ceiling!

Su How let's see. Were there grind-stones? Or what did. they do?

A. They used rolls. In the front year of the house where we lived
up above there was an old grind-stone. The old original. And
it was at least five feet across. And. it was made out of key-
stone shaped stones with an iron band, around the outside and
in the center was a square metal hole to drive (it) and the
thing was made in France. And it was the old original, a
hundred years old or better. You know, when tr-ey took them out,
they put one in front of Garlton's house and, one in front- of
the house where we lived. The one in front of Garlton's, they
just tore it apart and the stories vie re all over the place. But
the one in front of our house we set in cement. You know, the
iron band around the outside rusted out and one Sunday afternoon
we got dad arid the kids together and we set those stones in
cement to -preserve it--but it's gone, I don't know what happened,
to it. Whoever took over didn't know what it was and probably
threw it out. I've been by there several times and I can't
see it.

Q. Now where was the Garlton house where the other stone was?

A. v-Jell, it used, to be the Parshall house (Mill House) but the stone
was sitting right there under a tree: there used, to be a tree
about here and it just, you know, the kids threw it around.
And the one over here was sitting right there (see diagram Mr.
Parshall drew as he talked). It used to be two trees here,
big Manle trees and that thing was sitting right there and we
made a special effort to preserve it, but it's gone as far as
I can see.

Q. Uow I understand that it took two stones to make a mill--

A» Right, You got two halves there, see.

Q,. That was the top and the bottom?

A. Right.

Q. O.K. Arid then it was changed, to rollers?

A. Yes. There was, I think, four stages of rolls. You want a
description of bow they worked?

Q,. Sure, and like what floor would they have been on? How did
that work?



A. (Refers to drawing number two) Y/ell, right here there's
hop-ners, right in the front of this building and. the farmers
would come and.--this thing was built up mostly for costom work for
farmers, locally. And I think they would bring their wheat in
and. trade it for flour. And I think they got a third of the
weight back In flour or something like that. There was a
formula they went by. And right in here on this dock there were
hoppers and the wheat came In in bags and. you just dumped the bags
down that hopper. And then an elevator took it up and up in here
(He points to second floor, front on diagram) there was a
machine to clean the sticks and stones and stuff, leaves and.
what not out of the wheat and blow the husks out and the straw.
And it came down into a scales right on the inside of the wall
right —the main door was right here (He poirrts to spot next to
main door on Inside) and, just on the inside of the wall right
here there was a scales which was suspended--It was a big wooden
box with a sloped bottom and it was suspended, on a be am--a beam
type scales. And so the wheat came down after it was cleaned Into
this box which was just hanging in the floor, In a hole in the
floor. And then they weighed their wheat. And dumped It and
from, there it went down ar,d was transferred by another elevator
Into a storage bin—well there were storage bins here and several
of them up here--wherever they could find room for them.

w. And the water power ran all of this!

A, Right! VJell, then the wheat —that scale was a work of art. It
was just a hand made work of art. It's just a shame that it's
gone.

Q,. There's no pictures or anything of it?

A, I don't think so. And then the wheat went, after it came down
out of the storage bin, it came down, well it went through
a finer scouring and cleaning system, a scourer outfit and I
can.rt remember how that worked. It was up In the second floor.
I just don't remember how that worked. After it came down from
there, It went through, the first roll. And those rolls were
like a foot in diameter and. there's two of them that rolled
towards each other. And on the first stage one of them had
corregations in it, and it was set a little way apart so that
wheat berries would go through there and one roll would run
faster than the other. And it had a tendency to flatten the

flattened it out and peeled the flour out from, the inside of it.
l^ell, then it left from there to a revolving screen with silk on
it. And it was a hexarigonal wooden frorne about 12 or 15 feet
long, and the mashed wheat from the first set of rolls went into
this screen and the screen was slightly out of horizontal and

coarser stuff, the bran and what not went on to the secon
stage of roll ins where thev



closer together. And then, I'm not sure, but I think second
or third stage they, well, I can't remember now whether the
bran went--what you ended up with, is flour, bran and
middlings. And the bran was the outside of the wheat berry,
the epid.ermus, and the middlings were the germ in the end,
where the sprout came from. And then you had those two items
besides the flour. And, 1 can't remember whether the bran was
extracted after the fourth stage or whether it was taken out~-
but I'm sure the middlings and bran must have been taken out
before the last stage, but I really can't remember.

Q,. How where was that done?

A. "Well, the rolls were on the main floor and there were four of
them. They were cast iron frames with these rolls across
set in babbet bearings and. wooden panels to enclose the whole
works. And after it went through the rolls it dropped down in
the basement and elevators picked, it up to go to the second
story to go through these silk screens and there was one of these
screens for each, set of rolls.

Q,. Now what do you mean by elevators?

A, They were square spouts about so square (gestures about 8 "' by
8") made out of wood and top and bottom was a wheel and
leather or fiber belts went over these wheels with metal cups
bolted, into the belt. And there was a lot of them,

a 9

Right. Well you bad two legs, they called them legs on an
elevator and on the bottom was the boot. You run another snout
into the boot and as the cups come along, they picked, that stuff
up off that spout. You know, use it for wheat or grain or flour,
middlings, everything went into these elevators.

And all of the big hoppers were down, in the basement?

'Well, they really weren't hoppers, they were just--!1!! have
to draw you a picture I These elevators looked like that.
(See diagram) And I imagine they are common today, but they are
all built out of wood, and they usually had kind, of a hex shaped
bottom on them. And then in here you had a wheel. This isn't
drawn correctly but the belt run. down over this wheel like
that and you had cups, metal cups. And I suppose before they
had metal the;/ had. to whittle them out of wood. In fact, I'm
sure I've seen some wooden ones. And originally they were
probably leather belts, but in my day they were mostly fiber
belts. They were factory-built belts. Well, then you had a
spout coming down here from the rolls or- 'whatever and it just
dumped into this boot. These were called legs: this was called
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a boot here. And, the spouts, these legs, they were just hollow
boards, you know, like that, square. And the belt went down
one side and those cups were just fastened, to the belt.

Q, Oh, I think you can still see some of those. I wondered what
they were. And that's how they raised it.

A. Every machine in that thing had one of these elevators to go
with it. Stuff went down by gravity but it had to be elevated
back up.

Q. Things must of been going all over the place!

A. Oh, yeh .

0. How many people did it take to operate the mill?

A, well, it usually was operated by one person!.

Q> One person!

A. Yes, the flour mill could be operated by one person. You got
the mill going and. you set the feed on the rolls to the proper
feed and then the guy had. nothing m^ch to do; you'd check it
once in a while. But then he was bagging flour! We had. a bagger
for fifty pounds and one for twenty-five pounds and. one for five
pounds. Everything went Into a paper sack.

Q. Somebody would bring in flour, then, and it would, run until they
h a d. ground t h a t - -

A. No, what they did, they had flour ahead of time. All they did
was exchange milled flour- for the wheat. It depends on business,
you know, when things are slow one person could, run it and In
fact when there was quite a demand for flour they used to have
a person running It at night. They used to run It all night,
If there was enough water and enough demand for flour. A person
could run that all night. Kow he didn't have to mess around with
customers and so he was just running the mill and. bagging flour
all night. But during the day, It was pretty hard, to Tvait on
customers and bag flour, so usually there were two -people
there. And, also, there was a feed mill in there; the farmers
brought in feed to be ground. My dad always figured that the
feed mill would pay wages for- two or three people and that the
flour mill was profit.

Q. Did it make a lot of noise?

A. Yes, especially when the feed, mill was going! The feed mill
was two plates about like this, correlated, and. they were run
together like the old stone wheels, onl;/ they were made out of
steel. And they run fast! They made quite a recket!!
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That run off a separate turbine, it bad it's own turbine,
water wheel. Used to call them water wheels.

So there would have been two of then down there.

That's right. Only the feed mill was added later and they
made a chute out of the bottom of the flume so it came over
and down into the feed mill turbine. And my dad always complained
He said, it was a pretty inefficient rig. ile always wanted to
change it but he never did, because it would cost too much
money.

We never painted, it, in all the years I was there we never
painted it. It was painted, but we never painted it.

Was it sort of greyish, then?

It was grey colored. But it would cost — you know, there wasn't
much money in it. We made a living and. that's about it. Now
before my time, they made money there. But in my time we
made a living. And then when the war came along and my dad got
a chance to get out of there, why he just left.

Q« I understand it war-. something of a gathering place for people
to go.

A, Well, they used to come down there and fish and swim. Farmers
would come down and sit around the office on a winter afternoon
and shoot the breeze. They used to have a big pot bellied, stove
in the office there that they'd burn cobs and wood arid one
thing and. another.

G> Corn cobs?

A. Yen, corn cobs ! As long as they had them why they used to burn
corn cobs. Ah, they'd sit around there and. spit on that stove,
I'll never forget that! They had a spittoon there, too, that
was pretty rank!

Q. I'll bet!

A, In fact, I don't like spitoons--at all, I never forgot those
spitoons. But when they weren't using the spitoon, they'd.



A. Yep. That was In this office over here. (Refers to photo
of mill;points at end section.)

Q* That would of been this "part, right?

A. Right. Before this piece was put in.

Q, So then there was machinery on all three floors.

A. '•••/ell, right, you see there's three floors, well, there's four,
counting the basement. There's the basement, and then the main
floor and the second floor and the third floor. Now the third
floor, there were two or three reels up there, but I think
they were used, for rye flour. v/e had a separate mill for rye
flour and one for buckwheat flour. And also there was a corn
sheller in there and they used to make corn flour. Over on.
the south side they had these little mills, they were just
single mills, they weren't as elaborate as the regular white
flour mills. But they made corn flour, rye flour, and buck-
wheat flour. In fact they used buckwheat flour in the pancake
flour: they mixed it with, the white flour in the pancake flour.
They used quite a lot of buckwheat. In fact dad. used to buy
buckwheat, they didn't raise enough around, here, and he used
to buy it and it would come in by the car load and we used to
go down to Ghesaning and. load, it on the truck and haul it out
there.

'4, By mills, do you mean those rollers again?

The rolls, yeh. There was a set of rolls for making rye flour
and there "was a set of rolls, maybe two sets, for malting
buckwheat flour, I've forgotten now.

I wanted to ask about the scales again, you said they were
really quite something and that they were hand done?

The scales were actually a box with a sloped bottom arid they
were probably four foot square and it all was made out of wood.
And it had a beam, you know, a scale beam, and that was wrought
iron, hand made.

Probably was made at the time the mill was built. The time
of the civil war. You see everyone of those operations had
at least one spout, one of these elevator deals, and. some of
them several. These elevators were in banks around the nlace.

You could! ±'d really appreciate that.
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"jou see that water wheel, now this is in the basement. This is
second floor, or main floor. But this thing is down in the
basement. In fact, it is below the basement, it's down in
the bottom of the river! And it had a shaft come out of the
center of it that came up about so high off the floor (couple
feet) in the basement. Here's your wateir wheel (refers to
diagram.) and it had a shaft coming right out of the top of the
water wheel. On top of that shaft was a spur g8ar--bow do you draw
a spur gear? And then there was another matching gear.and
you had a line shaft go clear across here. A TO all this
machinery was run off that line shaft. The whole works except
for the feed mill over here where they had a separate wheel,
but it was down, here outside the flume and it had a spout
over to the turbine for the feed mill. But all this machinery
in this mill was run by that water wheel right there. Off this
line shaft and. you. had a whole mess of pulleyson that line
shaft arid belts to drive, well actually the belt could drive
an elevator for instance, that went up to the top floor and that
elevator on top could have a chain on the top of that elevator to
another machine. Anyway, when you started that water vrheel,
opened that water wheel up the whole mill started from the top
floor right down through into the basement off that one water
wheeli

Q«

A. If you weren't using a machine like this rye mill, if you weren't
using that thing, you'd just run the belt off the pulley.

'4* But generally speaking^ when you started the water wheel, the
whole mill, all of a piece, started.

A. Right. //hen you started that water wheel, what you were doing
99/0 of the time was running flour through the main flour rolls.

Well, it was right above it. Right to one side here, about this
far off the floor, on the main floor, was a big wheel, about
this big around (gestures several feet in diameter) that you
turned. Ai,d. that turned a shaft that went down to one side of this
housing and it had a little spur gear on the bottom which
operated a scroll affair around the outside of this casing
which opened these little doors. Bo that the water went in
around the outside of this thing. And the water went in so that
it would hit the wheel at an angle, besides going down. When
the water went-through that casing, it had a tendency to hit
those blades on. the turbine—velocity, besides going down
through and giving the wheel a kick as it went through.

3o it was very efficient?
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A. Well, water power is efficient because it doesn't cost so much.
But nowadays it's so unreliable that you 0011' t--excer>t in
big power stations, you can't afford to mess around with
water TO owe p.

There was another thing. Sometimes, if you got some
dirt through this rack and it got into those little gates
you couldn't shut the darn thing of f 1

Q. Oh, noi Well, what did you do then?

A. i^ell, they had troubles! (Chuckle)

Q, Did they have to do -down there?

A. Uh, one thing you could do is put some boards down in there
and block the flow.

(Unfortunately the tape ran out here--but Mr, Parshall mentioned
that they could also take the belts off. Mostly they waited
until the dirt worked its way through or if it were ice until
it melted. He also mentioned that occasionally a muskrat
would get caught in the smaller turbine that ran the feed
mill. But that water wheel was too small to.work the
animal out and someone had to .go down and scrape him out!!!)
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